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learned correspondent of the paper, who was, however, some
what more charitable, thought that at least the facts of the 
science might be exempted from a condemnation so sweep
ing; nay, that, well interpreted, they might be found decid
edly opposed to at least the more mischievous deductions of 
the geologists; and in illustrating tl1e !Joint, we· find him 
thus arguing, from certain appearances in the valley of the 
:t:rile, that the globe w]tich we inhabit cannot possibly be 
more than six thou.~and years old.* " The valley of the 
Nile/' says this writer, "is known to be covered with a bed of 
slime which the river bas deposited in its periodical inunda
tions, and which rests on a foundation of saud, like that of 
the adjacent desert. The French savans who accompanied 
Bonapa1~e in his Egyptian expedition ntade several experi
ments to ascertain the thickness and deptl1 of this superin
cumbent bed. They dug about two hundred pits, and care
fully measured the thickness jn the transversal section' of the 
valley, where the deposit had been free from obstacles, and 
had not been materially increased or lessened by local causes. 
They found the mean of all these measuren1ents to be six and 
a half metres, or rather more than twenty .feet. M. Gironde 
endeavoured to determine the quantity of slime de}JOsited in 
a century·; and he found that the elevation of soil in that 
period was rather less than four inches and a half! Divid
ing the total tltickness of the bed by the centenary elevation, 
he found tl1e quotient 56·50; whence it followed that the 
inundations bad commenced 5650 years before the year 1800, 
when the experiments were made,-a number which only dif .. 
fered 159 years from tlle Mosaic date. The difference is not 
very important, when it is considered that the most triiling 
etTor,, whether in the measure of the entire superincumbent 
bed, or in the valuation of the quantity of slime depositecl in 
a century, affects the :final results. Notwithstanding this, 

* "Statesman and Reco1·d," October 6th, 1846. 
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